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Feb. 12, 1949 

Dear M~ . Dennett, 

After looking over the vocabulary slips I gave you, I can 

see you have a real problem, if you listed them first, before 

chackine; the inscriptions. You have a problem anyway--because 

the problem exists. Ipve got it too, though I'm gradually getting 

it under control. 

· The trouble is this: my original vocabulary was based, as 

it had to be, on Evans' drawings, and Myres' interpretation of them. 

The slips I gave you are a faithful representation of those (allow

ing for a few errors in numbers that probably occur, though I 

haven't found any yet). But that was awmost two years ago. 

Since then, study of the few (comparatively speaking) photo

graphs I have, and, on my second trip to England, the hundred or 

so I don't have, has caused me to emend the readings. The dnawings 

I 5ave you represent the best possible reading up to the time I 

made them, early last summer. Since then, I've made a few other 

changes. 

I really did not realize that I had been compelled to make 

very many changes, since they were made one at a time. When I 

looked over the slips I gave you, I was appalled. The number of 

changes is really large, and I can see that you would have a great 

deal of trouble locating a given reading. I would advise you to 

use my system--that is, never to 11st a word without also writing 

out the entire line in which it occurs. In that way, you always 

know where you are. 

Please don't hesitate to write to me if you can't find a word. 

If you will put a.ch query on a small slip of paper, I can put them 

into my '' alphabetical" order, and answer them. It is unfortunate 



' 

that we use different "aj)phabetical" orders, but unless we both 

decide to adopt a iBQJmUiq frequency order, that d·fficulty is 

goine to remain. I'm quite XJtx±R~mi satisfied, myself, with Evan~' 

order, and if I change it, it must be to Myres' {of which I do not 

approve). Using yours is quite out of the question, since it has 

never been published, and cannot be used in publication without 
Besides, it is a Pyles list, and omits some Knossos signs, as you know. 

confusing everybody.j The order makes no difference to me, until 

I work out the real pattern of the script, but it must be an order 

to which other scholars can refer. 1hat is why I suggested a 

frequency order, because frequency lists will be published as soon 

as possible. If liud~ Mr. Blegen and you do not agree to a joint 

frequency list, I shall publish the Knossos list, and use that in 

publications. Since you haven't published yet, you are not faced 

with my difficulty. But I'm off the subject. 

I am enclosing some of the vocabulary slips you already used, 

with notes to bring them up-to-date. I'm still working on my 

first sir;n, ~, - and these a1"'e all words which have it as the last 

sign, or the last legible sign. 

As I said, you are welcome at any time to come and check with 

my ·vocabulary list, where no mistake is possible, since the entire 

line is recorded. But is is in Evans' order, and you will have to 

use slips for your list, otherwise you'll never get it straight. 

I speak from lots of experience there, since I've had to work with 

both Myres' and your lists under the sar.ie circumstances. 

I have, as I said on the card, a batch of questions m?self, 

but they can wait. It is usually a matter where your reading in 

the inscript.t&:o differs from that in the vocabularyy-that's the 

same situation that you have., of course, but with the Knossos 

material it's ag3ravated because I've onl.,1 had since the fall of 

'47 to put it in order, and have had to make many cha.nee~. 

There are a couple of points I llll1•:-< t mention here. 
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F il1st , in copying your vocabulary , I accidentally copied a few 

Knossos word~ , deceived by your listing. One 1s what you put 

down for ~61 '*-\w'2.~~. The last sign is wrong. It is ? \71 -the 1nscr. 

uses the first form. 

Second you list a word ~C..1y~~h\ as K 205 . 1 . Since that isnit 

(as I now know) a. PyBlos number , it rntrst be Knossos. But there is 

no such word . It isn't a Pylos word wither. 

You also have lf1f Cn. 226.2. This is fr1 e -uent at Knossos , 

and I don't understand why I have onlJ- one notation i.ff that is 

a Knossos reference--unless I skipped the others because they 

were obviously not Pylos , whereas the Cn. here threw me off . 
the first two 

Those are the only non-~plos words I copied--in «Ku/cases 

probably because I didn't recognize them asxf~xa. Knossos forms , 

and so listed them. 

One important point about rylos. In Sn61. 8 (as 1 copied 

the inscription) you have ~1, ~~f-\o~\ .. In the vocabulary you have 

(again in my copy) ~~"\{9Av, • Now ':.¥'f~Eo occurs three times at Knossos . 

If your inscription reading is at all possible , I think it should 

be preferred , since ~ and ~ do alternate ~ite regularly , arrl the 

rest of the word is quite unique. 

I have about 75 discrepancies between inscription and vocabulary-

some undoubtedly due to my copying, so I won't bother you with them 

until I've checked. Then I'll give you the list for youeoc decision . 

I don't know if you were serious in talking of us as rivals. 

I was not. Uii:h Rivalry has no place in tr•ue scholarship . We 

are co-workers. I will be glad to help you in any way possible. 

The important thing is the solution of the problem, not who solves 

it. 

Sincerely 

~/~ 

'tt..e, ~~~ .,/,VI,,<,() l-/_M.., ~ ~ ~ k A.kZ& d ~~ 
- rl ~-Vi_) ' 
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